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ASA-PA is expanding and
recently opened a new
chapter in the Philadelphia region. The new
chapter is designated
“Chapter 5” and covers
the Northeast Philly and
Bucks county area.

With the help of Dave Preston, ASA-PA will
now be hosting training and information meetings to better help the members in that region.
In fact, ASA-PA has 32 training meetings scheduled to help ensure that member businesses will
prosper in 2015.
Be sure to visit ASA-PA’s website – www.
asashop-pa.org – for the latest, up-to-date
events.

Why a shop should join ASA-PA:
• Legislative Representation – ASA-PA

recently hosted the first National Vehicle Safety
Inspection Forum. It was attended by members
of the industry from all over the country.
ASA-PA, along with Bob Redding, ASA’s
representative in the nation’s capitol, helped
spearhead this effort to strengthen, maintain
and grow vehicle safety inspection programs.
A special thanks to the Automotive Dealers
Association of Greater Philadelphia for allowing
ASA-PA to use its facility for the forum.
• Training – ASA-PA is the state’s premier
training association. With meetings from September to May annually, members can receive
training from the industry’s top trainers.

March/April 2015

Among trainers are representatives of the
Mechanics Education Association, Jim Morton,
Peter Rudloff and Albin Moore.
More than 32 training classes were scheduled for ASA-PA members for 2014-2015.
• Beneﬁts – ASA-PA offers its members a
variety of benefits, including many forms of
business insurance coverage – such as auto
and garage liability insurance, and workers
compensation – from the
Keystone Insurers Group.
Many of these highly competitive coverages also offer
ASA-PA members dividend
rewards.
A cost-effective vision
and dental benefit program
provided by Keystone Insurers Group is also available
exclusively to ASA-PA
members.
Among other benefits
offered to ASA-PA members
are programs and discounts
from Shell/Pennzoil, Capital
Direct Merchant Services,
Automotive Training Certification Center and The
Quintessence Corp.

Why one member belongs to ASA-PA:
“ASA does a great job keeping us updated
on what is happening in our industry. That puts
my shop and technicians ahead of the curve.
Without ASA-PA, I feel we would be left behind.”– Joe Rakowski, Savage Automotive Technologies, Philadelphia
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Some of the attendees
at the National Vehicle
Safety Inspection Forum.
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